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Dungeon Masters and Players alike have all met role-players who want to gamble in a 
tavern, haggle with a hag, or just pass the time during a long caravan ride.  
 

Finally, here’s a game supplement that lets you do just that! The perfect accessory for 
tabletop role-playing games: dice games your RPers can play DURING your campaign! 
 

These games can be adapted for any role-playing game; all you need is a standard set of 
gaming dice and a little of your imagination. 
 

 

ENCHANTING GAMES 
TO PLAY DURING YOUR GAMES! 



 Harvest  
 

                                                  3+                   6m 
Game Rules 
The goal of Harvest is to hit 20 or higher using a D20 as 
the base. The first player to make or break 20 is the 
winner. But how to change the base number? 
 
First, everyone rolls the D20 die. The player with the 
highest number starts the next round. That player rolls 
the next lower #dice (D12 - D10 - D8 - D6 - D4). The 
remaining players around the table, one at a time, then 
follow suit. If at any point a player reaches 20 or above, 
the game is over and that player wins.  
 
BUT THERE IS A CATCH! Not all dice increase the total. Some deduct. D12, D8, and D4 add to the 
total; D10 and D6 subtract from the total. 
 

Lore 

This game originated in small farming villages across the land. The intent was to instruct children 
about the practice of farming while sharing precious family time. Through playing Harvest, youngsters 
grew to understand that every little thing could add or subtract from that season’s crop. A diligent 
farmer produces a better crop!  
 

Gambling Rules (optional) 
Players may cover their dice and bet after their roll. The first player rolls, hides the D20, and places a 
bet. The next player in order must match the ante to roll their own dice; the process repeats with each 
remaining player, one at a time, around the table.  
 
After the round is complete, everyone reveals their last die. If there is no winner, the player with the 
highest number showing on their dice begins the next round of betting and rolling the next lower dice. 
  



 faces  
 

                                               3+                 9m 

 

Game Rules 
Everyone draws for a face card: Ace, Queen, King, 
or Jack (refer to Dice-to-Card rules). Each player 
may draw no more than 6 cards; they may draw 
them all at once, or if they’re gambling, they may 
wait and choose to see how the game goes.  
 
Once a player or the dealer has drawn 6 cards they 
are done for the round. The game can last no more 
than 4 rounds. If a player or the dealer forgets to 
draw one of their remaining cards for that round, 
then the rules of “Too Bad, So Sad” go into effect 
and they lose that card.  
 
The player or the dealer with the most face cards wins. 
 

Lore 

The worlds once respected the name of legendary General Graham MacLeod, known as “Ironclad” by 
troops who loved or feared him. General MacLeod used this game to explain the difference between 
soldiers and warriors to his captains. He was fond of saying, “10 soldiers will die to the hand of one 
warrior.” It was a simple way to express an important lesson, but reverence for MacLeod has largely 
been lost to the mists of time. 

Gambling Rules (optional) 
Betting will occur after every round. The players must announce how many cards they have drawn, 
but do not have to announce how many are face cards. It takes a minimum bet of 1 coin to stay in the 
game. At the end, the player with the most face cards win the pot. 
 
  



Appendix 
 

The Natural 20 Casino 
Have Fun! (It’s Only Money!) 

 

Diception games are designed for your characters to play literally anywhere during their adventures. 
But as an added bonus, we’re also giving you a high-end (though occasionally seedy), well-known 
establishment that caters to dice, gambling, drinking, and carousing that you can incorporate anywhere 
on your campaign map: the Natural 20 Casino. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Appendix 
 

The Natural 20 is no ramshackle hut in the forest; over a football field wide, this casino is a sprawling 
enterprise of its own, complete with food, alcohol, and a host of private gambling suites for adventurers. 
The Natural 20 caters to everyone from Low Rent Swindlers to High Rolling Gamblers. The 
establishment’s true owners are unknown to the public, but it’s not part of any local faction or cartel. 
 

 
A) The Kraken Lounge  
 Food, Drink, & Entertainment 

 
B) The Gilded Goblin 

Low-End Suites & Gambling  
 

C) The Dryad s Dream 
 Mid-Range Suites & Gambling 
 

D) Chamber of the  
Golden Dragon 

 High-End Suites & Gambling 
 

While some gamblers may be dirty dealers, the 
Natural 20 is completely above board and expects its 
patrons to act accordingly. There is plenty of 
security to make sure no strong arming or thug 
tactics is employed between the “guests” – and to 
keep the gamblers as honest as possible – but the 
wise traveler will always beware nimble fingers and 
fast talkers. 
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